2023-2024 Lectureships in Values and Ethics Schedule

In celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary, Dr. Paul Martin honored his wife Dorothy “Dotty” Garrett Martin, Eta-Akron, by establishing the Delta Gamma Lectureships in Values and Ethics. Paul and Dotty’s alma mater and the home of Delta Gamma’s oldest active collegiate chapter, the University of Akron, was the site of the inaugural lectureship. Today, there are 20 campuses with a lectureship and a Convention lectureship.

This unique program is a source of great pride to the Delta Gamma Foundation reinforcing its mission: The Delta Gamma Foundation fosters lifetime enrichment for members, promotes Service for Sight and partners with the Fraternity to ensure the future of our sisterhood.

Lectureships for the 2023-2024 academic year are as follows:

**October 5, 2023**
Delta Gamma Lectureship at the University of Missouri (sponsored by Mu-Missouri)
Kendra Scott

**October 11, 2023**
Delta Gamma Lectureship at the University of Texas (sponsored by Beta Eta-Texas)
Princess Sarah Culberson

**October 18, 2023**
Delta Gamma Lectureship at Southern Methodist University (sponsored by Alpha Upsilon-Southern Methodist)
Cynt Marshall

*Additional Lectureship dates will be added.*